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Abstract: In this article, we try to control Garbage Collection over head at the OS level in this work. In our this work method, we first
develop a Garbage Collection detecting mechanism at the OS level using a ML technique, and then we demonstrate how using this
mechanism may minimize performance variation often found on SSDs. We created Garbage Collection detector that looks for SSD Garbage
Collection and asks TRIM operations when it does. When employing the Garbage Collection detector, experimental findings demonstrate
higher average bandwidth and reduced performance variation.
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INTRODUCTION

In contrast to hard disks drives, which require the head's actual movement, SSDs using NAND flash memory are
utilized extensively in computers and smartphones since the input and output is quick & uses less electricity. Although SSD
provides the aforementioned benefits, its use in data centers is constrained by its greater cost than hard disk [4]. The rate of
utilization in the data center is, however, progressively rising as a result of the development and price reduction of the
technologies of Multi-layer cell and Triple Layer Cell, which store multiple bits per cell, the lowest storage unit for data in the
NAND flash memory [1] [12]. These SSDs cannot be overwritten, therefore the FTL is necessary to work with NAND flash
memory's abilities to do block-by-block erase operations as well as the traditional interface at the block level. The Flash
Translation Layer manages firmware to be able to enable compliance with the interface at the block level, including wear
levelling, mappingtable maintenance, and other tasks. NAND flash memory includes a characteristic that prevents overwriting,
therefore updating the data requires a "erase before writing" action [2]. This erase prior write action generates a significant
amount of overhead, which FTL handles by managing the mapping table. An invalid page is produced during this operation.
Rearranging the erroneous pages and switching back theappropriate page is important to protect the storage space when the
amount of in the flash memory chip's available arearuns out. Garbage collection is what we call this. The SSD performs I/O
operations improperly and consumes a significant amount of overhead, which decreases Fig. 1. Garbage Collection I/O speed
causes a rapid loss in bandwidth.

Fig. 1. Garbage collection causes a rapid bandwidth drop
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The SSD is displayed in Figure 1 together with bandwidth measurements and continuous writing. The 4 bandwidth
decreases brought on by garbage collection are shown in Figure 1. When GC happens, as in Fig. 1, the OS's bandwidth
suddenly decreases. As a result, it is challenging to deliver QoS in the data center, which leads to issues including the failure
to forecast system response times in real time [5], [6],and [7]. Studies have been done on optimizing the garbage collection
algorithm and lowering the impact of GC by modifying the over-provisioning area, a designated area assigned to the Solid
state Drive [5] [6] [7]. Such a research, however, focuses on improving the efficiency of garbage collection rather than
addressing the sudden bandwidth dropbrought on by garbage collection at the OS level. As a result, it cannot be argued that
the issue of garbage collection is entirely resolved.

Fig. 2. Garbage collection procedure

Fig. 3. OpenSSD Objects Model [20]
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This document outlines a technique to lessen the effect garbage collection has on the OS. In order to address this issue,
we first identified the SSD's Garbage Collection job at the OS level. It is hard to determine with accuracy whether garbage
collection occurs at the OS level since the SSD's garbage collection function is carried out by the SSD firmware. In order to
determine whether to undertake garbage collection, we thus utilized an approach that involved analyzing SSD status
information data that may monitored atthe OS level using an ML algorithm. An ML algorithm is a technique for learning from
data. In this work, we used a machine learning method to analyze, the information onwhen waste collection does place and the
information on when it does not ultimately obtaining information on GC [9].
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In this article study, we apply decision trees among ML methods to forecast the SSD garbage collection utilizing the
rapid prediction speed and low overhead C4.5 algorithm [11,12]. The structure of this essay is as follows. Machine learning
methods and garbage collection are covered in background section. The SSD's state information is gatheredand analyzed by
the ML algorithm in Section 3 [8]. The GC detector for delivering TRIM Function tasks to the Solid statedrive for which GC
has been identified is described in Section4 together with the Garbage Collection detection for multipleSSDs [3]. In Section 5,
we investigate if using the GCdetector lessens the effect of garbage collection.
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METHEDOLOGY

GARBAGE COLLECTION

NAND flash memory properties and compatibility with conventional block level interfaces necessitate FTL for SSDs.
There are numerous pages and a block of pages in the NANDflash memory. NAND flash memory also has limitations on data
overwriting, performs read/write operations in page units, and performs erase operations in block units. The overhead for
updating the page is significant due to both of these characteristics. For instance, you must first conduct the page wipe
operation since overwriting is not feasible in orderto copy alternative data to a page that holds valid data [1, 2].Since the erase
operation is carried out block-by-block, it is essential to duplicate the block's valid pages to another block,update the copied
page, and then copy the updated copied page once again. The FTL makes use of a mapping table to resolve this issue. When a
specific page is modified, the mapping table is updated to decrease cost associated with the update and the existing page is
invalidated after sending datato another page. If these actions continue, invalid pages will build up and the flash memory chip's
available space will runout. When data is stored to a flash memory chip to reclaim storage space, garbage collection operations
for collecting invalid pages start when the free space falls below a certain threshold. The process of garbage collection is
depicted in Figure 2 as follows. (1) Decide which victim block will haverubbish collected there. (2) Copies the page to the
chosen block after choosing the block to which the victim block should be moved. 3) Run an erase operation on the block that
was the victim. The write operation's bandwidth is decreased as a result of this operation's significant overhead on the SSD.
Because garbage collection recovers invalid pages as much as possible when a write operation is conducted, this garbage
collection procedure will continue to occur from the momentgarbage collection begins. As a result, Beginning with garbage
removal at the operating system level, the write operation's bandwidth is gradually decreased. Running a TRIM command to
secure storage space on the SSD will fix this problem [3].

MACHINE LEARNING
Finding specific information from data is the work of machine learning algorithms [4-6]. The following is the

sequence in which the machine learning algorithm works. (1) Gathering learning data; (2) training the algorithm; and (3)
testing the algorithm (4) Application Instructional learning and non-learning learning are both incorporated into machine
learning algorithms. A technique employing labelled data is map learning. The acquired data reveals whether or not the
collected data is spam mail, much as the aforementioned email spam filtering system. Decision trees, naive bayes, andneural
networks are examples of algorithms for learningmaps. The most popular strategy is the decision tree method [6].
The decision tree approach uses a decision tree to classify the data after training an algorithm using learning data. A
straightforward decision tree that may be utilized for spam categorization is shown in Figure 3. The decision tree approach
has the advantages of being used once the decision tree is formed, the classification speed being quick due to the lack of
procedures, and the classification result being simple to grasp. The C4.5 technique is utilized in this work to assess both
garbage collection and non-garbage collection scenarios[11–13]. In contrast to map learning, unsupervised learning employs
unclassified learning data. One of the categories of non-visual learning is clustering. By classifying the data anddetermining
how similar they are, it produces new information. K-Means is an algorithm that uses a representative method to divide data
into k groups that are comparable to one another [12]. The K-Means technique may categories data based on how similar
unclassified data is, butit has the drawback of taking a long time to classify because of the numerous operations required to
average out the relevant data at the time of classification.

DETECTION OF GARBAGE COLLECTION

This article explains how to use a ML technique to find garbage collection (GC) on an SSD. We applied the decision
tree C4.5 method to find garbage collection. These activities are performed in a manner that is quite similar to the spam
screening mechanism for email example from section 1.2 MLAlgorithm. The OS-level SSD data that may be gathered is first
gathered as learning data, and after that, the algorithm istrained using the learning data that was gathered [10]. The algorithm
test phase evaluated the classification method's accuracy based on the results from the algorithm training stage. In the end, the
GC sensor was created and the ML algorithm's findings were used.
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Fig 4. Garbage collection test flow.

learning how to collect data The OS's disk state characteristics are gathered when the disk is being written toin order to gather
the training data needed to train the algorithm. The benchmark programs FIO and File-benchwere used to produce Solid state
drive write requests [7], [8].Persistent write requests were generated using the Micro benchmark using the FIO benchmark.
The FIO benchmark was utilized to complete the 512K block random write [17]. In order to create a workload that was
representative of the existing circumstances, we also employed the macro benchmark File-bench. Where file write requests
were most often made, we employed the fileserver and varmailworkloads. To gather information for various scenarios, File-
bench and FIO, two benchmarking programs, were employed [18]. Data about SSD state was gathered using Iostat if a write
request is made [9].

Iostat is a disc monitoring programmer that continuously tracks several metrics, including storage input and output
information [13] [19]. Iostat has 17 properties in total. We gathered an overall 17 characteristics in a single second, andwe
added the average variation of each attribute's 50 total cumulative values to the data. From the 34 qualities gatheredthrough
this approach, we eliminated the attributes that were superfluous. First, the CPU-related properties describe the system's
overall I/O-related CPU utilization. Since each Solidstate drive utilized in the same system has the same value andthis is not a
value for an attribute specific to each Solid statedrive, determining if the trash from each SSD is removed and not stored with
the data is not possible. We also got rid of theread/write bandwidth feature. The read operation has noimpact on the garbage
collection, while the write operation's bandwidth is likewise influenced by outside variables like does not and block size
accurately reflect the GC condition. The data did, however, provide the standard deviation of thewrite operation's band-width
fluctuation.
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The data gathered using the aforementioned technique is usedto train the machine learning algorithm. When X data is
inputby a learning system, map learning classifies the data by supplying information on both A state and B state. Machine
learning is an appropriate solution for this issue since the Solid state drive GC detection problem corresponds to the
aforementioned scenario [11] [15]. As a result, the data was labelled as having been obtained under particularcircumstances
(GC or non-GC). The use of a commercial Solid state drive for GC could not be correctly determined atthe OS level, though.
To address this issue, we employ OpenSSD [10]. The experimental board known as the OpenSSD, which may be used to
create and implement SSD firmware, is seen in Fig. 4. The Flash Translation Layer of OpenSSD may be changed, and
different SSD state details can be seen at the OS level. To output the debugging code while GC takes place, we updated the
Flash Translation Layer and applied it to OpenSSD [20]. When the code for debugging is displayed, this enables you to
confirm that Garbage Collection has been carried out at the OS level. Wewere able to classify the type of data (GC or non-
GC) that was being gathered using iostat thanks to this information [14].

RESULT & EXPRIMENT

The results of the first experiment, which tested the SSD's bandwidth for 3000 seconds without the use of a garbage
collection detector, are shown in Fig. 5. The SSD's average bandwidth in the first testing was 449 MB/s, and two bandwidth
decreases were noted. SSD bandwidth is anticipated to increase once again as a result of the OS performing the TRIM
command when not in use. This is because of Garbage Collection, lower bandwidth, and automated TRIM setting. The band-
width speed has decreased lower than 400 MB/s 137 times, which indicates that 3000 seconds of the bandwidth have been
impacted by garbage collection.

As a consequence, it was determined that even when automated TRIM is enabled, input and output are still conducted
on the SSD, and the GC effect is produced if there is never any downtime. In the second experiment, a garbage collection
detector-like environment was used to assess the SSD's bandwidth over the course of 3000 seconds. This led to the
measurement of the bandwidth depicted in Fig. 6. Thesecond experiment's average SSD bandwidth was 462 MB/s,which is
13 MB/s more than the first experiment's. Like the previous experiment, the second experiment demonstrated two
occurrences of bandwidth decrease. However, the duration assessed as 66 seconds with a band-width of 400 megabyte per
second or less in the second trial as opposed to137 seconds in the first experiment. By getting less than 52% of the impacts of
garbage collection compared to when the first GC detector wasn't running, it can be said that the GC detector lessens the
impact of GC.

Fig. 5. The Garbage Collection detector should be usedbefore

Fig. 6. Following use of the garbage detector
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CONCLUSION
By the use of Solid state Drive status information and ML Technique methods that may be seen at the OS level, we have
discovered SSD garbage collection in this research. In order to safeguard the SSD's storage space and lessen the impact of
the Garbage Collection, the TRIM function command is also carried out on the identified Solid state drive. As a result,
Garbage Collection's bandwidth loss is decreased and average SSD bandwidth is raised.

ABBRIVATION
MLC –Multi Layer Cell TLC – Triple Layer Cell QoS – Quality of ServiceSSD – Solid
state drive
FTL - Flash Translation LayerML – Machine Learning HDD – Hard disk drive
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